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Presidents Report

The cleanup of the clubrooms has been completed thanks to the considerable efforts of
Richard. The rooms have never looked so orderly!
The next project is to have a cleaning firm come in to give the rooms, particularly the walls, a
cleanup and remove the flaking paint which is due to water seepage.
We also have a new TV monitor and DVD player plus a lot of DVD’s to view and that are
available to club members to borrow. These were donated by Richard, and our thanks have
been expressed to him.
The highlight over the last few months was the visit by Sara Moreiro from the Regional Rail Link
who gave us an interesting talk and video display of the progress on the project. We had also
invited members of VMRS to attend, and they also found it informative.
We have also had knowledge sharing on building the club signals, and VR carriages.

Happy modeling,
Warwick Brisbane
President
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WHAT’S HAPPENING

FROM THE SECRETARY

Sandown
We attended the Sandown exhibition again in early March with our exhibition layout. It
continues to attract interest from those interested in how signaling in Victoria works. Thanks
to all those involved with the transport, setting up and taking down of the exhibit, and the
manning of it over the three days.
Clean up
The next stage of the clean-up of the clubrooms will commence shortly when we engage a
contractor to clean down the walls up to a safe working height. Once this is done, we can
start work on finishing the club’s layout and bringing it up to a presentable standard.
Volunteers are still needed to work on some of the stations, so please speak with Murray Hill
or Richard Stephens to register your interest.

Library
The library has been enhanced by the installation of a large screen TV monitor and DVD
player, both donated by Richard Stephens. This will make the presentations in our
knowledge sharing sessions much more visible to all.
The screen was appreciated when we were joined by several members of VMRS for a
presentation on the RRL on 19 April which made us appreciate how extensive the works are.
Our thanks have been expressed to Sara Moreiro from RRL who gave her time to bring us
up to date on the City to Maribynong River portion of the project.
The picture of Ken Elder and the Ken Elder Trophies will be relocated to the wall adjacent to
the R705 number plate.

Locomotives and rolling stock
Richard has very generously donated some more locomotives and rolling stock to the club:






One X class diesel,
Two Y class diesels,
One S class steam loco,
Two VBK and two VFK carriages (with lighting!),
One GWR Auto coach for when we have British nights.

These enhance our running nights, particularly the S class loco which is a magnificent
addition to the roster.
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Wagon Forwarding System
Timetable 3 allows time for shunting of goods trains at the stations, but no shunting
movements are specified. The committee considered a draft Wagon Forwarding System
prepared by Richard Stephens at its last meeting which proposes that a waybill be attached
to each wagon. As the train arrives at the station, wagons for that station will be shunted off
the train into the sidings specified on the waybill, and wagons for the train will be attached.
The traffic will be introduced gradually, with wheat traffic first off the rank. More details will
be advised as we get the system up and running. This will add a good deal of interest to the
Timetable 3 running sessions, as there will be moves to be made during the typically one
hour stopovers of goods trains at the stations.

David Patrick
Secretary
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LIBRARY
NEW ACQUISITIONS
The library has recently acquired three new books:
 Victorian Signalling: By Accident or Design?, by Peter Fisher
 Railway Safety: Interlocking and Train Protection, by Ian MacFarlane
 Red for Danger: The Classic History of British Railway Disasters, by L. T. C. Rolt
Victorian Signalling: By Accident or Design?

The blurb for Victorian Signalling: By Accident or Design? is:
This book provides an authoritative insight into the evolution of signalling systems on the
Victorian Railways.
An outstanding aspect of this publication is the manner in which the author, Peter Fisher, has
researched the development of signalling systems overseas (particularly in the UK and the
USA) to establish the correlation between overseas best practice and its adoption and
adaptation to the Victorian environment. He explores how and why Victoria chose to blend
two vastly different philosophies to achieve cohesive outcome.
It was Peter Fisher’s concern that the mechanical signals on the Victorian Railways are fast
disappearing without any published record which led him to his meticulous preparation of the
material from this publication.
The book’s 120 pages are printed on high quality paper and include over 160 black & white
and colour photographs and illustrations.
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Railway Safety: Interlocking and Train Protection

The blurb for Railway Safety: Interlocking and Train Protection is:
Interlocking and Train Protection is the third Part of McFarlane’s series on Railway Safety.
It addresses traditional mechanical and Double Wire interlocking of points and signals,
electrical interlocking, and techniques with no interlocking at all.
There's a special focus on crossing loops, and some landmark accidents both overseas and
here in Australia are described to bring out the key points.
The book discusses the principles of simple in-cab train protection systems like Driver
Reminder, Dead man, and Vigilance, including an exciting new vigilance system, then
addresses Automatic Warning and full Automatic Train Protection, from 1851 to 2004 with
the key features of commonly-used.
The final chapters address the last three major electric train accidents in Melbourne and
Sydney in the traditional hard-hitting manner for which Macfarlane is known.
Red for Danger

The blurb for Red for Danger is:
Railway Disasters are almost always the result of human fallibility - a single mistake by an
engine-driver, guard or signalman, or some lack of communication between them - and it is in
the short distance between the trivial error and its terrible consequence that the drama of the
railway accident lies. First published in 1955, and the result of Rolt's careful investigation and
study of the verbatim reports and findings by H.M. "Inspectorate of Railways", this book was
the first work to record the history of railway disasters, and it remains the classic account. It
covers every major accident on British railways between 1840 and 1957 which resulted in a
change in railway working practice, and reveals the evolution of safety devices and methods
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which came to make the British railway carriage one of the safest modes of transport in the
world. This edition uses the last text produced by Rolt himself in 1966 and includes a new
introduction by his friend and fellow railway historian Professor Jack Simmons.

VICTORIAN RAILWAYS ADVISORY BOARD MINUTE BOOK
Perhaps the most interesting book in the MMRS library is the “Victorian Railways Advisory Board
Minute Book”. This is the actual minute book of the Victorian Railways Advisory Board (consisting of
the Commissioner, the Chief Mechanical Engineer, the Chief Traffic Manager, the Chief Accountant,
the Chief Engineer for Existing Lines and the Secretary) in the period 1900 to 1902. The second
meeting recorded in the book is dated Friday 25th May 1900. An extract of the meeting minutes is
shown below:
Central station @ Flinders St
The Commissioner stated in connection with the competitive designs submitted in accordance
with the recommendation of the Railways Standing Ctte, that the gentlemen forming the
Committee appointed to adjudicate had reported that on examination of the designs they
found that none of them had strictly complied with all the conditions laid down, and that they
therefore felt precluded from making any recommendation on the merits.
After consultation with the Hon the Minister and the Chairman of the Railways Standing Ctte
the Chief Engineer for Existing Lines was asked to have the designs further looked into. After
doing this, and checking the estimates of six of the most suitable, the adjudicating Committee
was asked to make recommendations for the allotment of the premiums provided that in
their opinion the infringement of the conditions did not seriously affect the merits of the
designs.
Having again met, the Committee awarded the prizes as under,
First

#12

Motto “Green Light”

Second #6

Motto “Fin de Seicle”

Third

Motto “Siste Viator”

#9

The Committee having subsequently opened the sealed envelopes, bearing the above
mottoes found the authors of the prize designs to be
First

Jas Fawcett and H.P.C. Ashworth

Second

Charles A D’Ebro

Third

Wight & Posted

The report having been submitted to the Hon the Minister, he directed that the working
drawings should be proceeded with, and the Chief Engineer for Existing Lines was instructed
to put the matter in hand.
And that is how the current Flinders Street station came into being.
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QUIZ

Questions
1. What is the modern name of the station featured in the photograph below:

2.

The original building of which New York terminus was demolished in 1963 in order to create
Madison Square Garden?

3.

“4.64.18” is carved into the facing of number 3 platform at Auburn. What does this
inscription mean? [Hint: http://www.vicsig.net/infrastructure/location/Auburn]

4.

The mileage of Auburn station (converted into metric) is 7.728 km. However, the 9 km post
is at Auburn station. Why the discrepancy? [Hint:
http://www.vicsig.net/index.php?page=infrastructure&section=articles&article=distance]

5.

Which is the oldest model railway club in the world?

6.

What was numerically the largest class of locomotives in Australia?

7.

What was numerically the largest class of locomotives in Victoria?

8.

What is the “real” name of the “The Railway Series” character “Duck”?

9.

According to the current Victorian Book of Rules and Operating Procedures, what speed is
the default “medium speed”?

10. According to the current Victorian Book of Rules and Operating Procedures, how many
lights does a three position dwarf signal display at a time?
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11. According to the current Victorian Book of Rules and Operating Procedures, what is the stop
indication for a three position dwarf signal?
12. According to the current Victorian Book of Rules and Operating Procedures, on a two
position signal a “calling-on” indication is red over yellow. How many of these calling-on
signals are there on the MMRS layout?

Answers
1.

Gare Montparnasse

2.

Pennsylvania Station

3.

This is the mileage of Auburn station (4 miles 64 chains 18 links).

4.

The mileage for the Lilydale line was measured from Track Datum C at Flinders Street
station. However, all of the metric measurements are measured from Track Datum A at
Southern Cross station.

5.

“The Model Railway Club”, London

6.

New South Wales Government Railways D50 (280 locomotives)

7.

DD class (261 locomotives)

8.

Montague

9.

40 km/h

10. One
11. Red or purple (for LED signals, blue LEDs are often used, but this referred to as “purple” so
as to conform with the rule book)
12. None
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Ed’s Bits

If you have an article, picture, or item of
interest for the Call Board please email it to
me at andrewjmanser@bigpond.com or pass
it onto the secretary.
For all the latest happenings and up to date
information please refer to our Web site.
www.mmrs.org.au

Up Close, running alongside a BHP Ore Train running out from Port Hedland to Newman
Photograph by Andrew Manser May 2013
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Photograph by Andrew Manser May 2013
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SPECIAL ARTICLE

SAFEWORKING – TIME INTERVAL SEPARATION
One of the earliest safeworking systems was Time Interval Separation.
For instance, rule 386 of the 1864 Victorian Railways Rules, Regulations and Bye-Laws (VRRRB) [1],
states:
An interval of Five Minutes must elapse between any two Trains travelling in either direction
on the same Line of Rails.
This safeworking system will prevent trains from colliding so long as each train does not travel
appreciably slower than the train following it. Therefore, rule 280 of the 1864 VRRRB [2] states:
In all cases of detention, stoppage, loss of speed, accident or obstruction on one or both
Lines, the Guard shall proceed as regards protecting his Train as required by Rules Nos. 87
and 125.
Where rule 87 [3] states:
In the event of any obstruction or accident occurring, or of a train stopping on the Main Line
(from whatever cause), except at a Station, the Signalman, or in his absence the Guard is
instantly to display the Danger Signal, and send or himself hasten in the proper direction to
stop any Train that may be approaching; and in the event of its happening on a Single Line, or
both Lines being obstructed, to send competent men in both directions with the Danger
Signal for a distance of 800 yards from the place of accident, or to the top of the next
adjoining incline, where he or they must remain with the Danger Signal exhibited until it is
ascertained that the Line is again perfectly clear and unobstructed.
And rule 125 [4] states:
The following is the mode of applying the Detonating Signals:- In cases of obstruction, where
it is necessary to stop any Engine or Train following on the same Line, one of the signals is to
be placed by the person engaged in the duty at the end of every 250 yards, for a distance of
not less than 1,000 yards from the place of obstruction (on levels, but farther on descending
gradients, or, if a curve, to continue it until the Red Signal can be seen round the curve; and
should the distance end in a tunnel, then the Signal is to be exhibited at the end of the tunnel
farthest from the obstruction) in the proper direction, and two must be fixed ten yards apart
at the point where the Signalman stands at the moment a following Train comes in sight, or
on arriving at the end of the distance named, between him and the approaching Train.
One scenario is a train that had been running to time and then all of a sudden stops in-between
stations. Let’s consider the timings involved:
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In practice, it would take the Guard time to establish with the Driver that the train wasn’t
going to be underway again within the next minute or so



Having established that the train wasn’t going to be underway again within the next minute
or so:
o In the case of a single line, or both lines being obstructed, the Guard would need to
explain to someone else what was required to protect the train
o Then the Guard, or Guard and this other person, would each have to walk (run?)
1000+ yards over ballast pausing to clip detonators onto the rail every so often –
note that the current world record for 800 metres (875 yards) is 1 minute and 41
seconds on a flat surface and, presumably, not whilst carrying a box of detonators
and waving a red flag or lamp
Meanwhile, there is quite possibly a following train closing the 5 minute separation at line speed.
Tricky.
An excellent description by Ian Macfarlane of another scenario in his book “Railway Safety – Block
Safeworking” [5] is reproduced below:
In the longer sections found on overseas [non-UK] railways there was an additional hazard: the train
in difficulties that did not actually stop, but progressively dropped time due to steaming or
mechanical trouble on the locomotive, and thereby narrowed the time interval en route. This gave the
crew the agonising choice between whether to stop, protect and delay, or whether to press on in the
hope – and hope springs eternal in the breast of every good engineman – that things would somehow
get better.
I have found myself in exactly this 19th century situation on a British-style railway in the 20th century
diesel era. The incident certainly rammed home to me the problems that our Victorian forebears must
have faced when their temperamental puffers went off the boil, and managements took a very
serious view of delaying important following trains. So join us on a railcar special in West Malaysia,
almost a full century after Time Interval was starting to fall into disrepute after Egham.
In 1960 a batch of two air-braked, knuckle-coupled Class 27 diesel railcars built by my Australian
employer Comeng arrived in Singapore by ship for delivery to the vacuum-braked, chopper-coupled
Malayan Railway (today PKTM). As they could not be conveniently brought up by goods train Mr
Dalip Singh, then Works Manager at MR’s Sentul shops in Kuala Lumpur (KL) asked me to draw two
earlier railcars from the traffic pool, run a team of fitters down to Singapore, 396 km, unload the
arrivals over the weekend, and haul them up to KL dead. The unloading was uneventful and we
marshalled the arrivals as a pair of trailers between the two operable, motored cars. This equivalent
of an M-T-T-M set enabled us to use the electric tail lights on a “live” car and to change ends if we
had to shunt en-route. For the electrical control wires (train lines) and air brakes were connected,
tested, and operational through the 4-car set – only the traction diesel engines on the new cars were
not.
So on the Sunday evening off we set from Singapore, across that perennially green Island and the
Causeway over the indefensible Strait of Johore, to the Malaysian mainland at Johore Bahru (JB).
Today it’s a high-rise city, but in 1960 JB was still a country town. This initial section was run under
normal single-line safeworking arrangements (electric line-clear token block), but at JB I was
astonished to learn that over the section from JB to Gemas Junction, 195 km and representing almost
half the trip to KL, every intermediate station was closed for safeworking purposes on Sunday
evenings. The only trains worked were the Up and Down Night Mails. And being in the gap, we were
to work time-interval to Gemas under paper line-clear ticket authority, running 20 minutes ahead of
Train Number 8, the Up Night Mail.
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Running thus for over three hours and nearly 200 km was surely “long-section working” with a
vengeance. And the “block” arrangements were nothing more than an uncontrolled rolling time
interval system with a paper line-clear ticket as the authority to start. Readers brought up on singleline railways with electric line clear token safeworking are likely to share my intense distrust of paper
line-clear tickets. On the Indian Railway that had outdoor-trained me, they were outlawed by the
Government Inspector. But in Malaya, I was merely a company representative. The responsible Guard
had all of his protection impedimenta, and the Driver said the paper line-clear ticket working of this
kind was a standard drill and OK by the rules.
So off we went again, now on 19th century Time Interval, motoring North behind our powerful Stone’s
Tonum headlight through the dark jungles and rubber plantations of Southern Johore State and its
occasional tiny crossing stations. All unlit, with the SM in bed, his points aligned and locked for the
main line, the signal cabin locked out and all the main line signals lowered to the clear – but it is less
reassuring when you know that in lockout, they are clear in both directions! We were allowed to run
at 89 km/h on this fine metre-gauge main line and were dispatched 20 minutes ahead of the
Railway’s crack service, a Class 20 diesel and 16 coaches running at a steady 72 km/h on, and
hopefully not ahead of, the working timetable. Ergo, the faster we ran, the better.
And this we did – until the wretched railcars encountered mechanical trouble. We had two 214hp flat6 Rolls-Royce diesel engines per 32t car, giving 865hp for 128t of train, which at 6.7hp per tonne was
plenty of grunt for this gently undulating line. But unfortunately these – the first-ever production
batch of Rolls-Royce railcar engines – were supplied with water pumps that could not lift the coolant
to the roof radiators at engine idling revolutions. And not only that. Their incorrectly-machined engine
blocks did not clamp the cylinder heads tightly-down on the head gaskets. We knew about the first
problem, and pending new water pumps, a syphon-like cooling circuit had been installed. But we
didn’t yet know that the badly machined blocks allowed gases to enter the coolant. And a gas is of
course exactly what you don’t need to make a syphon work.
So with inadequate circulation, we got our first engine shutdown lamp when the Driver closed his
throttle to coast around a curve. Having plenty of time in reserve I stopped the train and on walking
back, found that one engine had boiled and shut down. Now was not the time for detailed
investigations, so its transmission was isolated at the reverser and with the score now three diesels
for 642hp, we pushed on. And then a second engine shut down: same bloody problem, score 2 for
428. Those wretched engines had given no trouble on the way down the Peninsula to Singapore, but
the extra trailing load on the return trip was now triggering some real problems. With four cars to
pull, the two remaining engines were labouring heavily on takeoff and up the undulating 1 in 100
banks. By now Mail train time was being dropped; everyone was consulting the timetable and his
watch, and doing sums of more than academic interest. So the Guard was asked what the Rules
required.
He didn’t know and contrary to the Rule Book, nobody was carrying one.
“You’re the boss, Tuan” he said. “We can’t delay Number 8 Up. What do you think we should do?”.
Crikey, what a question. And what an insight into how any railway officer on an Asian train, and even
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MELBOURNE MODEL RAILWAY SOCIETY
PROGRAMME JUNE / JULY / AUGUST 2013
Tuesday
June 2013

Friday
June 2013

4

Work night
Committee meeting

7

Timetable 4 running

HR

11

Timetable 4 running

14

Timetable 4 running

BS

18

Work night

21

Timetable 3 running.
Knowledge sharing – DVD
Miniatur Wunderland Hamburg

MH

28

Timetable 3 running
Theme: Bring your own
train

DP

25

Timetable 3 running

July 2013

July 2013

2

Work night
Committee meeting

5

Timetable 4 running

RS

9

Timetable 4 running

12

Timetable 4 running
Theme British

MJ

16

Work night

19

Timetable 3 running.
Knowledge sharing – Tourist
railway rules & operations

WB

26

Timetable 3 running
Theme: Great Australian
passenger trains

HR

23

Timetable 3 running

30

Timetable 3 running

August 2013

BS

August 2013
2

Timetable 4 running

BS

6

Work night
Committee meeting

9

Timetable 4 running

MH

13

Timetable 3 running

16

Timetable 3 running.
Knowledge sharing – Timetable
3 wagon forwarding system

DP

20

Work night

23

Timetable 3 running
Theme – Australia in the
40’s

27

Timetable 4 running
Theme American

30

Work night
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